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In this paper we have obtained Fritz-John type necessary optimality criteria for
non-linear programs under the hypotheses that the right differentials, at the
optimal point, of the objective and the active constraint functions with respect to
an arc are convex and the inactive constraint functions are continuous. A Mond-
Weir type dual is associated and weak and strong duality results are established by
assuming the functions involved to be locally P-connected. These results are
further extended and necessary as well as sufficient optimality conditions are
obtained for a weakly efficient solution of a multiobjective non-linear program. A
proper weak minimum is defined and duality results are established by using this
concept. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w xOrtega and Rheinboldt 6 extended the concept of convex functions by
defining arcwise connected functions on arcwise connected sets, for which
points lying on continuous arcs, instead of line segments satisfy certain
w xinequalities. Following this idea Avriel and Zang 1 expanded the class of
quasiconvex and pseudoconvex functions by defining arcwise Q-connected
w xand arcwise P-connected functions. Singh 7 investigated some properties
w xof arcwise connected sets and functions. Kaul, Lyall, and Kaur 3 intro-
duced locally connected and locally Q-connected functions defined on
w xlocally connected sets which generalize arcwise connected functions 6 and
w x w xarcwise Q-connected functions 1 . Kaul and Lyall 4 defined the direc-
 .tional derivative with respect to an arc of a real valued function, called
w xthe right differential, at a point of a locally connected set. They 4 also
defined locally P-connected functions in terms of their right differentials,
and obtained a number of sufficient optimality criteria for a non-linear
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w xprogramming problem involving these functions. Weir and Mond 8 ob-
tained sufficient Fritz-John optimality criteria for non-linear programs in
which the objective is pseudoconvex and the constraints are quasiconvex or
semi-strictly pseudoconvex. They provided a new Mond-Weir type dual
which uses the Fritz-John conditions instead of Kuhn-Tucker conditions
and thus did not require a constraint qualification.
In this paper we have obtained Fritz-John type necessary optimality
criteria for the optimal solution of a non-linear program by assuming the
 .right differentials at the optimal point with respect to an arc of the
objective function and the active constraint functions to be convex and
the inactive constraint functions to be continuous. Using these conditions
we have established weak and strong duality results without assuming any
constraint qualification. We have also considered the multiobjective non-
linear programming problem and obtained Fritz-John type necessary as
well as sufficient optimality criteria for its weakly efficient and efficient
solutions. In order to prove the sufficient conditions for a feasible solution
to be weakly efficient, the objective functions are assumed to be locally
P-connected and the constraint functions are assumed to be strongly
locally P-connected. For an efficient solution, constraint and objective
functions both are taken as strongly locally P-connected. While proving
the necessary conditions similar assumptions have been made as in the
non-linear program. A proper weak minimum is defined corresponding to
a weakly efficient solution of the multiobjective program and duality
results are proved using the Fritz-John optimality conditions and hence
without making use of any constraint qualification.
w x n  .DEFINITION 2.1 3 . A set S : R is said to be a locally connected LC
set if for each pair of points x*, x g S, there exists a maximum positive
 . w xnumber a x*, x F 1 and a vector valued function H defined on 0, 1x*, x
such that
H l g S, 0 - l - a x*, x , 2.1 .  .  .x*, x
x  .wH is continuous in the interval 0, a x*, x andx*, x
H 0 s x*, H 1 s x . 2.2 .  .  .x*, x x*, x
Let S : Rn be a locally connected set satisfying the above conditions
and f be a real valued function defined on S.
w x  .DEFINITION 2.2 3 . f is said to be a locally connected LCN function if
 .for each pair of points x*, x g S, there exists a positive number d x*, x
 .F a x*, x satisfying
f H l F 1 y l f x* q l f x , 0 - l - d x*, x . .  .  .  .  . .x*, x
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w x  .DEFINITION 2.3 3 . f is said to be a locally Q-connected LQCN
function if for each pair of points x*, x g S, there exists a positive number
 .  .d x*, x F a x*, x such that
f x F f x* « f H l F f x* , 0 - l - d x*, x . .  .  .  .  . .x*, x
w xDEFINITION 2.4 4 . The right differential of f at x* with respect to the
 .arc H l is given byx*, x
f H l y f x* .  . .x*, x
lim
llª0q
provided the limit exists.
q  ..We denote the above limit by df x*, H 0 q .x*, x
w x  .DEFINITION 2.5 4 . If the right differential of f with respect to H lx*, x
at x* exists and further for each x g X
dfq x*, H 0 q G 0 « f x G f x* .  .  . .x*, x
 .then f is said to be a locally P-connected LPCN function at x*
w xRemark 2.1 4 . If in Definition 2.5
dfq x*, H 0 q G 0 « f x ) f x* , x / x* .  .  . .x*, x
 .then f is said to be a strongly locally P-connected SLPCN function at x*.
For two vectors x, y g Rn, we define x G y to mean x G y for all i, buti i
x / y.
3. OPTIMALITY AND DUALITY
We consider the non-linear programming problem
minimize f x .
P .
subject to x g X ,
  . 4where X s x g S N g x F 0, j s 1, 2, . . . , m , f : S ª R, and g : S ª R,j j
j s 1, 2, . . . , m, are real valued functions defined on S : Rn. S is a LC set
 .such that for each x*, x g S, there exists a vector valued function H lx*, x
 .  .satisfying the conditions 2.1 , 2.2 and the right differentials of f and gj
 .j s 1, 2, . . . , m at x* exist with respect to the arc H .x*, x
 .THEOREM 3.1 Necessary Optimality Theorem . Let x* be an optimal
 . q  .. q  ..solution of P . If df x*, H 0 q and dg x*, H 0 q are con¨exx*, x I x*, x
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functions of x, g , i g J is continuous at x* with S con¨ex or S s Rn, theni
there exist rU g R, r* g Rm such that0
rUdfq x*, H 0 q q r*Tdgq x*, H 0 q G 0, for all x g S .  . .  .0 x*, x x*, x
3.1 .
r*Tg x* s 0 3.2 .  .
rU , r* G 0, 3.3 .  .0
 .   . 4  .   . 4where I s I x* s j N g x* s 0 and J s J x* s j N g x* - 0 .j j
Proof. First we shall show that the system
dfq x*, H 0 q - 0 3.4 .  . .x*, x
dgq x*, H 0 q - 0 3.5 .  . .1 x*, x
has no solution x in S.
 .  .If possible let x g S be a solution of the system 3.4 , 3.5 . Since right
differentials of f and g , i g I at x* exist with respect to the arc H ,i x*, x
therefore
f H l s f x* q ldfq x*, H 0 q q la l 3.6 .  .  .  .  . .  .x*, x x*, x
and
g H l s g x* q ldgq x*, H 0 q q la l , 3.7 .  .  .  .  . .  .i x*, x i i x*, x i
where
w xa : 0, 1 ª R , lim a l s 0 3.8 .  .
lª0q
and
w xa : 0, 1 ª R , lim a l s 0, i g I. 3.9 .  .i i
lª0q
 .  .  .  .Using 3.4 , 3.5 , 3.8 , and 3.9 , we get, for small enough l say 0 - l - l0
dfq x*, H 0 q q a l - 0 .  . .x*, x
and
dgq x*, H 0 q q a l - 0, i g I. .  . .i x*, x i
 .  .Hence it follows by using the relations 3.6 and 3.7 that for 0 - l - l0
f H l y f x* - 0 3.10 .  .  . .x*, x
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and
g H l y g x* - 0, i g I. 3.11 .  .  . .i x*, x i
 .Now g , i g J is continuous at x* and H l is also a continuousi x*, x
function of l, therefore
lim g H l s g x* - 0 .  . .i x*, x i
lª0q
U U  .  .which implies that there exist l , 0 - l - a x*, x i g J such thati i
g H l - 0 for 0 - l - lU . 3.12 .  . .i x*, x i
 U .  .  .Let l* s min l , l . Then from 3.10 to 3.12 it follows that for0 i
 .   ..  .0 - l - l*, H l g X and f H l - f x* which is a contradic-x*, x x*, x
 .  .  .tion as x* is an optimal solution of P . Hence the system 3.4 , 3.5 has
q  .. q  ..no solution x g S. Since df x*, H 0 q and dg x*, H 0 qx*, x I x*, x
w xare convex functions of x, therefore by Theorem 4.2.3 of 5 there exist
rU , rU g R, i g I such that0 i
rUdfq x*, H 0 q q rUT dgq x*, H 0 q G 0 for all x g S .  . .  .0 x*, x I I x*, x
rU , rU G 0. .0 I
Defining rU s 0 we get the required result.J
 .We associate the following Mond-Weir type dual to the problem P .
q  .. T q  ..subject to r df u, H 0 q q r dg u, H 0 q G 0,0 u, x u, x
m
r g u G 0 3.14 .  . j j
js1
u g S, r , r G 0, r g R , r g Rm . 3.15 .  .0 0
 .  .  .THEOREM 3.1 Weak Duality . Let x be feasible for P and u, r , r be0
 . mfeasible for D . If f is locally P-connected and  r g is strongly locallyjs1 j j
 .  .P-connected at u, then f x G f u .
 .  .Proof. If possible let f x - f u .
Since f is locally P-connected at u, therefore it follows that
r dfq u , H 0 q F 0 3.16 .  . .0 u , x
with strict inequality if r ) 0.0
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 .  .  .By the feasibility of x and u, r , r for P and D , respectively, we get0
m m
r g x F r g u . .  . j j j j
js1 js1
Now m r g is strongly locally P-connected at u sojs1 j j
qm
d r g u , H 0 q F 0 3.17 .  . . j j u , x /
js1
 .with strict inequality if some r ) 0 j s 1, 2, . . . , m .j
 .  .Adding 3.16 and 3.17 we get
r dfq u , H 0 q q rTdgq u , H 0 q - 0 .  . .  .0 u , x u , x
 .  .  .which is a contradiction to 3.13 . Hence f x G f u .
 .  .THEOREM 3.3 Strong Duality . Let x* be an optimal solution of P ,
q  .. q  ..df x*, H 0 q and dg x*, H 0 q be con¨ex functions of x andx*, x I x*, x
g , i g J be continuous at x* with S con¨ex or S s Rn. Then there existi
U m  U .  .r g R, r* g R such that x*, r , r* is feasible for D and ¨alues of the0 0
 .  .objecti¨ e functions for P and D are equal at x*. Also if for each feasible
 .  . Tu, r , r for D , f is locally P-connected and r g is strongly locally P-0
 U .  .connected at u then x*, r , r* is optimal for D .0
 .Proof. Since x* is an optimal solution of P , therefore by Theorem 3.1,
U m  U U .  .there exist r g R, r* g R such that x*, r , r is feasible for D .o 0
 .  .Equality of the objective functions for P and D follows trivially. Further
 U .  .  .if x*, r , r* is not optimal for D then there exist u, r , r feasible for0 0
 .D such that
f u ) f x* .  .
which is a contradiction to weak duality.
4. MULTIOBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
We now consider the vector minimization problem
minimize f x s f x , f x , . . . , f x .  .  .  . .1 2 k VP .
subject to x g X ,
  . 4where X s x g S N g x F 0, j s 1, 2, . . . , m , f : S ª R, i s 1, 2, . . . , k,j i
and g : S ª R, j s 1, 2, . . . , m, are real valued functions defined onj
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S : Rn. S is a locally connected set such that for each x*, x g S, there
 .  .  .exists a vector valued function H l satisfying the conditions 2.1 , 2.2x*, x
and the right differentials of f and g at x* exist with respect to the arci j
H , for each x*, x g S.x*, x
w xDEFINITION 4.1 9 . x* g X is said to be a weakly efficient solution of
 .  .  .VP if there does not exist x g X such that f x - f x* .
w x  .DEFINITION 4.2 2 . x* g X is said to be an efficient solution of VP if
 .  .there does not exist x g X such that f x F f x* .
 .THEOREM 4.1. Suppose there exist a feasible x* for VP and scalars
U U  .  .l G 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , k, m G 0, j g I x* , l*, m* / 0 such thati j
k
U Uq ql df x*, H 0 q q m dg x*, H 0 q G 0, .  . .  . i i x*, x j j x*, x
is1  .jgI x*
for all x g X . 4.1 .
 .If each f , i s 1, 2, . . . , k is locally P-connected and g , j g I x* is stronglyi j
 .locally P-connected at x*, then x* is a weakly efficient solution of VP .
 .Proof. If possible let x* not be a weakly efficient solution of VP .
Then there exists x g X such that
f x - f x* for each i s 1, 2, . . . , k . .  .i i
Each f is locally P-connected at x* and lU G 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , k, thereforei i
k
U ql df x*, H 0 q F 0 4.2 .  . . i i x*, x
is1
with strict inequality if some lU ) 0.i
 .  .  .Also we have g x F g x* , j g I x* and g is strongly locally P-j j j
U  .connected at x*, m G 0, j g I x* , so we getj
m *dgq x*, H 0 q F 0 4.3 .  . . j j x*, x
 .jgI x*
U   ..with strict inequality if some m ) 0 j g I x* .j
 .  .  .Adding 4.2 and 4.3 we get a contradiction to 4.1 . Hence x* must be
 .a weakly efficient solution of VP .
The following three theorems can be proved on similar lines as Theo-
rem 4.1.
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 .THEOREM 4.2. Suppose there exist a feasible x* for VP and scalars
U k U U  .  .l G 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , k,  l s 1, m G 0, j g I x* such that 4.1i is1 i j
holds. If k lU f is locally P-connected and  mU g is locallyis1 i i j g I x*. j j
 .Q-connected at x* then x* is a weakly efficient solution of VP .
 .THEOREM 4.3. Suppose there exist a feasible x* for VP and scalars
U U  .  U U .  .l G 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , k m G 0, j g I x* , l , m / 0 such that 4.1i j
 .holds. If each of f , i s 1, 2, . . . , k and g , j g I x* is strongly locallyi j
 .P-connected at x* then x* is an efficient solution of VP .
 .THEOREM 4.4. Suppose there exist a feasible x* for VP and scalars
U k U U  .  .l G 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , k,  l s 1, m G 0, j g I x* , such that 4.1i is1 i j
holds. If k lU f is strongly locally P-connected and,  mU g isis1 i i jg I x*. j j
 .locally Q-connected at x* then x* is an efficient solution of VP .
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let S : R2 be given by
S s x , x : x 2 q x 2 G 1, x / 2 x , x ) 0, x ) 0 . . 41 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
This set is a locally connected set with respect to the arc given by
1r2 1r2U 2 U 22 2H l s 1 y l x q l x , 1 y l x q l x , .  .  . 4  4 /x*, x 1 1 2 2
 U U .  .where x* s x , x , x s x , x g S.1 2 1 2
Let f : S ª R, i s 1, 2, and g : S ª R, j s 1, 2 be defined asi j
x 2 q 2 x 2 , x ) 1, x ) 11 2 1 2f x s .1  3, otherwise
y x 2 q x 2 , x ) 1, x ) 1 .1 2 1 2f x s .2  y2, otherwise
x 2 y x 2 , x ) 1, x ) 11 2 1 2g x s .1  0, otherwise
2y x x , x ) 1, x ) 1 .1 2 1 2g x s .2  y1, otherwise.
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 .f , f are locally P-connected at x* s 1, 1 The set of active constraints is1 2
 .  4given by I x* s 1 and g is locally Q-connected at x*.1
dfq x*, H 0 q . .1 x*, x
x 2 q 2 x 2 y 3 if both components of H l ) 1 .1 2 x*, xs  0 otherwise
dfq x*, H 0 q . .2 x*, x
yx 2 y x 2 q 2 if both components of H l ) 1 .1 2 x*, xs  0 otherwise
dgq x*, H 0 q . .1 x*, x
x 2 y x 2 if both components of H l ) 1 .1 2 x*, xs  0 otherwise.
For lU s 1, lU s 0, and mU s 11 2 1
2
U Uq ql df x*, H 0 q q m dg x*, H 0 q G 0 .  . .  . i i x*, x j j x*, x
is1  .jgI x*
for all x g X
 .  .which implies that x* s 1, 1 is weakly efficient solution of VP .
 .THEOREM 4.5. Let x* be a weakly efficient solution of VP ,
q  .. q  ..df x*, H 0 q , i s 1, 2, . . . , k, and dg x*, H 0 q be con¨exi x*, x I x*, x
 . nfunctions of x and g , j g J x* be continuous at x* with S con¨ex or S s R .j
U U  .  U .Then there exist l G 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , k, m G 0, j g I x* , l*, m / 0i j
 .such that 4.1 holds.
Proof. We assert that the system
dfq x*, H 0 q - 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , k 4.4 .  . .i x*, x
dgq xU , H 0 q - 0, j g I x* 4.5 .  .  . .j x*, x
has no solution x in S.
If possible let x be a solution of the system then proceeding on similar
 .lines as in Theorem 3.1, we obtain that there exists l*, 0 - l* - d x*, x
such that
H l g X for 0 - l - l* .x*, x
and
f H l - f x* for all i s 1, 2, . . . , k .  . .i x*, x i
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 .which is a contradiction as x* is a weakly efficient solution of VP . Hence
 .  . q  ..the system 4.4 , 4.5 has no solution x in S. Since df x*, H 0 qi x*, x
q  ..and dg x*, H 0 q are convex functions of x, therefore by TheoremI x*, x
w x U U  .  .4.2.3 of 5 , there exist l G 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , k, m G 0, j g I x* , l*, m*i j
 ./ 0 such that 4.1 holds.
The following multiobjective Mond-Weir type dual is associated with
 .VP :
Maximize f u s f u , f u , . . . , f u VD .  .  .  .  . .1 2 k
k m
q qsubject to l df u , H 0 q q m dg u , H 0 q G 0, .  . .  . i i u , x j j u , x
is1 js1
for all x g X 4.6 .
m
m g u G 0 4.7 .  . j j
js1
u g S, l g Rk , m g Rm , l, m G 0. 4.8 .  .
The following weak duality theorems can be proved on similar lines as
sufficient optimality Theorems 4.1 to 4.4.
 .  .  .THEOREM 4.6 Weak Duality . Let x be feasible for VP and u, l, m
 .be feasible for VD . If any one of the following holds:
 . ma each f , i s 1, 2, . . . , k is locally P-connected and  m g isi js1 j j
strongly locally P-connected at u,
 . k mb l ) 0, for some i,  l f is locally P-connected, and  m gi is1 i i js1 j j
is locally Q-connected at u,
 .  .then f x l f u .
 .  .  .THEOREM 4.7 Weak Duality . Let x be feasible for VP and u, l, m
 .be feasible for VD . If any one of the following holds:
 . ma each of f , i s 1, 2, . . . , k and  m g is strongly locally P-i js1 j j
connected at u,
 . kb l ) 0, for some i,  l f is strongly locally P-connected andi is1 i i
m m g is locally Q-connected at u,js1 j j
 .  .then f x l f u .
 .DEFINITION 4.3. x* g X is said to be a proper weak minimum of VP
if x* is weakly efficient and there exists M ) 0 such that for each x g X
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 .  .and for each i satisfying f x - f x* we havei i
f x* y f x .  .i i F M
f x y f x* .  .j j
 .  .for some j satisfying f x ) f x* .j j
Remark 4.1. In the above definition since x* is a weakly efficient
 .  .solution, therefore if x g X such that f x s f x* for all j / i, in thatj j
case x* is a proper weak minimum if it is weakly efficient and there exists
 .  .M ) 0 such that for each i and x g X satisfying f x - f x* , we havei i
 .  .f x* y f x F M.i i
 .THEOREM 4.8 Strong Duality . Let x* be a weakly efficient solution of
 . q  .. q  ..VP . Let df x*, H 0 q and dg x*, H 0 q be con¨ex func-i x*, x I x*, x
tions of x, g , j g J be continuous at x* with S con¨ex or S s Rn. Then therej
 .  .exist l*, m* such that x*, l*, m* is feasible for VD and the ¨alues of the
 .  .objecti¨ e functions of VP and VD are equal. Moreo¨er if for each feasible
 .  . k mu, l, m for VD ,  l f and  m g are strongly locally P-connectedis1 i i js1 j j
 .  .at u, then x*, l*, m* is a proper weak maximum of VD and x* is a proper
 .weak minimum of VP .
Proof. Since all the conditions of Theorem 4.5 hold, therefore there
U  .  .exist l G 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , k m * G 0, j g I x* , l*, m* / 0 such thati j
k
U Uq ql df x*, H 0 q q m dg x*, H 0 q G 0 .  . .  . i i x*, x j j x*, x
is1  .jgI x*
for all x g S.
U  .  .Defining m s 0 for j f I we get x*, l*, m* is feasible for VD . Ifj
 .possible let x* not be a proper weak minimum of VP . Then for any
 .  .M ) 0, we can find x g X and an index i such that f x - f x* andi i
f x* y f x .  .i i
) M
f x y f x* .  .j j
 .  .for all j satisfying f x ) f x* .j j
 .  .Thus f x* y f x can be made arbitrarily large and hence we obtaini i
the inequality
k
l * f x* y f x G 0 .  . . i i i
is1
which implies
k k
U Ul f x F l f x* . .  . i i i i
is1 is1
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On using the fact that k lU f is strongly locally P-connected at x* weis1 i i
get
k
U ql df x*, H 0 q - 0. 4.9 .  . . i i x*, x
is1
 .  .  .Now x is feasible for VP and x*, l*, m* is feasible for VD , therefore,
m m
U Um g x F m g x* . .  . j j j j
js1 js1
Since m mU g is strongly locally P-connected at x*, sojs1 j j
m
U qm dg x*, H 0 q - 0. 4.10 .  . . j j x*, x
js1
 .  .Adding 4.9 and 4.10 we get a contradiction to dual feasibility of
 .  .x*, l*, m* . Hence x* must be a proper weak minimum of VP . Similarly
 .  .it can be shown that x*, l*, m* is a proper weak maximum of VD .
Remark 4.2. It should be noted that if lU s 0 for all i s 1, 2, . . . , k,i
then we need only to assume that m mU g is strongly locally P-con-js1 j j
nected. The case is the same when mU s 0, for all j s 1, 2, . . . , m.j
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